MANIFESTO

I, Saurabh Mahra, contesting for the post of web and computer secretary of Hostel-9, promise to give the best of my abilities and commit to all the responsibilities to continue working as a council member.

Key Initiatives and Follow-Ups

- Revamping the whole website with the web and computer team.
- I have planned to send 'Happy to help you' messages to all, who's LAN complaints were entertained.
- Propose to make an issue and return system for technical room belongings.
- Initiate an anonymous/signed suggestions and complaints portal and taking the issues to higher commands.

General Duties

- Creating and regularly updating details of ongoing events, library, mess bill summary, mess menu, availability of sports equipment, etc. in the Hostel-9 website.
- Ensure the smooth flow of announcements and filing complaints.
- Proper management of study room and computer room.
- Solving LAN issues of hostel inmates.

Duties as a Council Member

- Active participation in institute activities to represent the hostel-9.
- Always geared to help in organizing hostel events.
- Comradeship towards the other council members.

Credentials

- Python, JavaScript, Django, AngularJS.
- Completed web-dev course in the institute TSS.